
Description

Cassandra sees death and devastation all around her. In vivid detail.

It’s the price of living with her OCD and extreme anxiety. In every

situation, Cass imagines the worst possible fate for everyone in her life.

Her dad in a pool of blood after a break-in. Her beloved older neighbor,

homeless. A splinter in her finger turned to gangrene.

But this time, it’s not her imagination. The boy next door, Colin, is

destined to die. Cass has foretold a real death before; she knows this is

a true vision.

Desperate to save Colin's life, Cass immerses herself in a secret

organization of soothsayers that promises to teach her how to change

the future she foresees. But as she descends into their hidden world of

divinatory magic and predictive technology, she discovers there's

always a price to pay for unraveling fate's strands. And cheating death

will cost her everything.

Foretold the first book of The Scryers trilogy by Violet Lumani, whose

personal struggle with OCD helped inspire and guide this story.
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Violet Lumani was raised in a family of superstitious omen-watchers,

absorbing the stories and myths her family brought to America with

them. She holds a BA from Barnard College of Columbia University,

and an MBA from UCONN and lives in Connecticut with her husband,

two kids, and a pair of bickering chihuahuas.
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Hook

As if OCD and extreme anxiety aren’t bad enough, high schooler Cass

Morai can also see the future and knows the boy of her dreams is

destined to die. Only by running off to join a secretive organization of

oracles can she learn to rewrite fate, but changing the future comes

with a terrible cost. 
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